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We show a onstant fa tor approximation algorithm for interior guarding of monotone polygons. Using this algorithm we obtain an
approximation algorithm for interior guarding re tilinear polygons that
has an approximation fa tor independent of the number of verti es of
the polygon. If the size of the smallest interior guard over is OPT for a
re tilinear polygon, our algorithm produ es a guard set of size O(OPT 2 ).
Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
The art gallery problem is perhaps the best known problem in omputational
geometry. It asks for the minimum number of guards to guard a spa e having
obsta les. Originally, the obsta les were onsidered to be walls mutually onne ted to form a losed Jordan urve, hen e, a simple polygon. Tight bounds
for the number of guards ne essary and su ient were found by Chvátal [7℄ and
Fisk [14℄. Subsequently, other obsta le spa es, both more general and more restri ted than simple polygons have also been onsidered for guarding problems,
most notably, polygons with holes and simple re tilinear polygons [16, 22℄.
Art gallery problems are motivated by appli ations su h as line-of-sight transmission networks in polyhedral terrains, e.g., signal ommuni ations and broadasting, ellular telephony, and other tele ommuni ation te hnologies as well as
pla ement of motion dete tors and se urity ameras.
We distinguish between two types of guarding problems. Vertex guarding
onsiders only guards positioned at verti es of the polygon, whereas interior
guarding allows the guards to be pla ed anywhere in the interior of the polygon.
The omputational omplexity question of guarding simple polygons was
settled by Aggarwal [1℄ and Lee and Lin [19℄ independently when they showed
that the problem is NP-hard for both vertex guards and interior guards. Further
results have shown that already for very restri ted sub lasses of polygons the
problem is still NP-hard [3, 21℄. Also, Chen et al. [5℄ laim that vertex guarding
a monotone polygon is NP-hard, however the details of their proof are omitted
and still to be veried.
The approximation omplexity of guarding polygons has been studied by
Eidenbenz and others. Eidenbenz [13℄ shows that polygons with holes annot be
e iently guarded by fewer than (log n) times the optimal number of interior

or vertex guards, unless P=NP, where n is the number of verti es of the polygon.
Brodén et al. and Eidenbenz [3, 12℄ independently prove that interior guarding
simple polygons is APX-hard, thus showing that, unless P=NP, no PTAS is
possible for this problem.
Any polygon (with or without holes) an be e iently vertex guarded with
logarithmi approximation fa tor in the number of verti es of the polygon. The
algorithm is a simple redu tion to set over and goes as follows [15℄: ompute
the arrangement produ ed by the visibility polygons of the verti es. Next, let
ea h vertex v orrespond to a set in the set over instan e onsisting of elements
orresponding to the fa es of the arrangement that lie in the visibility polygon of
v. The greedy algorithm for set over will then produ e a guard over having
logarithmi approximation fa tor.
The above result an be improved for simple polygons using randomization,
giving an algorithm with expe ted running time O(nOPT 2 log4 n) that produ es
a vertex guard over with approximation fa tor O(log OPT ) with high probability, where n is the size of the polygon and OPT is the smallest vertex guard
over for the polygon [11℄.
Re ently, interesting onstant fa tor approximation algorithms have been
developed for the spe ial ase of one-dimensional terrains [2, 8℄. A terrain is a
two-dimensional region above a monotone hain.
We prove polynomial time approximation algorithms for interior guarding of
monotone and re tilinear polygons. As mentioned, vertex guarding of monotone
polygons is believed to be NP-hard, and furthermore, it is known that overing
re tilinear polygons with the minimum number of onvex pie es (re tangles) is
NP-hard [9℄. This suggests that interior guarding these two lasses of polygons
is di ult and provides the basis for our interest in approximation algorithms
for these problems.
The next se tion ontains some useful denitions and an Se tions 3 and 4 we
des ribe the algorithms for monotone and re tilinear polygons respe tively.

2 Denitions

P

A polygon is l-monotone if there is a line of monotoni ity l su h that any line
orthogonal to l has a simply onne ted interse tion with . When we talk about
monotone polygons, we will hen eforth assume that they are x-monotone, i.e.,
the x-axis is the line of monotoni ity for the polygons we onsider.
The boundary of a monotone polygon
an be subdivided into two hains,
the upper hain U and the lower hain D. Let s and t be the leftmost and
rightmost verti es of respe tively. The hain U onsists of the boundary path
followed from s to t in lo kwise dire tion, whereas D is the boundary path
followed from s to t in ounter lo kwise dire tion.
A polygon is re tilinear if the boundary of
onsists of axis parallel line
segments. Hen e, at all verti es, the interior angle between segments are either
90 or 270 degrees; see Figure 1(a).
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Illustrating denitions and Lemma 1.
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Let
(p) denote the visibility polygon of
from the point p, i.e, the set of
points in that an be onne ted with a line segment to p without interse ting
the outside of .
Consider a partial
points g1 ; S
: :m: ; gm in and the union of their
S set of (guard
g
)
,
the
set
n
visibility polygons m
i
i=1 (gi ) is the region of not
i=1
seen by the points g1 ; : : : ; gm . This region onsists of a set of simply onne ted
polygonal regions alled po kets bounded by either the polygon boundary or the
edges of the visibility polygons.
The following denitions are useful for monotone polygons. Let q be a point
in
(p) that lies to the right of p. We denote by
(p)
R (p; q) the part of
that lies to the right of q . Also,
(
p
)
=
(
p;
p
)
.
R
R
A po ket in a monotone polygon is an upper po ket if it is adja ent to
the upper boundary U of , otherwise it is a lower po ket. Note that an upper
po ket an be adja ent to D whereas a lower po ket is never adja ent to U .
Let SP (p; q ) denote the shortest (Eu lidean) path between points p and q
inside .
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Proof. Let r be a point to the right of q in P that is visible from p. To prove that
r is seen from q onsider the verti al line through r and its interse tion point r0
with SP (p; t). The three points p, r, and r0 dene a polygon in P having three
onvex verti es and possibly some reex verti es on the path SP (p; r0 ). Sin e r
sees both p and r0 , r sees all of the path SP (p; r0 ) and hen e also the point q ;
see Figure 1(b).
ut

3 Interior Guarding Monotone Polygons

P

P

Our algorithm for guarding a monotone polygon will in rementally guard
starting from the left and moving right. Hen e, we are interested in the stru ture
of the po kets that o ur when guarding is done in this way. We rst dene
kernel expansions of the po kets given a partial guard over Gp , and then taking
maximal nonempty interse tion of these we produ e the main region that we
will be interested in. This region is alled a spear and with this we an dene
a well behaved guard over G  that has small size. We nally prove that our
in remental algorithm produ es a guard over at most a onstant times larger
than G  .

P

Assume that we have a partial guard over Gp in and that everything to
the left of the rightmost guard is seen. Consider the upper po kets resulting
from this guard over and enumerate them U1 ; : : : from left to right. The lower
po kets are enumerated from left to right D
1 ; : : : in the same way; see Figure 2.
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Let U be an upper po ket. The kernel expansion ( U ) onsists of all the
points in that see everything in U to the left of themselves. For the lower
po kets we dene the kernel expansion symmetri ally. The denition of kernel
expansion is valid also when no guards have as yet been pla ed in the polygon.
In this ase, we take all of the polygonT to be an upper po ket.
Let k be the largest index so that ki=1 ( Ui ) is nonempty. This nonempty
interse tion of kernel expansions is alled the upper spear, also denoted U .
We an in the same way dene the lower spear D as the maximal nonempty
interse tion of the kernel expansions for the lower po kets.
Given the partial guard over Gp the upper spear U an be omputed in
linear time as follows. Let r1U be the leftmost point of U1 . An edge e of the
po ket that is also part of U is dened to have the same dire tion as when it
is traversed during a traversal of U from s to t. Following the boundary of the
upper po kets starting at r1U , for ea h edge e of the po ket that is also an edge of
U , we issue a half line from e having the same dire tion as e. When the traversal
of a po ket Ui rea hes the last edge we establish the last point qiU of the edge
not seen by Gp and we extend the dire ted half line issuing from qiU toward the
vertex v on U between qiU and riU+1 so that this half line has minimum interior
angle and does not interse t the exterior of above U . Using these half lines
in the order they were omputed we in rementally nd their right half plane
interse tion in the same way as is done to ompute the kernel of a polygon [17,
18℄. This gives us the upper boundary of the spear.
To ompute the lower boundary of the spear we follow the lower boundary D
of from the point having the same x- oordinate as r1U toward t and maintain
the half lines issuing from r1U having maximal interior angle to U and su h that
they do not interse t the exterior of below D; see Figure 3. The interse tion
point between the upper and lower boundary of the spear is alled the upper
spear tip and we denote it uU .
In a similar manner we an ompute the lower spear D and its lower spear
tip uD .
To every spear
we also asso iate a region alled the shadow of the spear,
denoted
( ). If the spear tip lies on the lower boundary D the shadow is
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Computing the upper spear and the shadow.

P

the empty set. If the spear tip lies in the interior of , the shadow of the spear
is the region to the right of the spear tip between the two half lines bounding
the spear that interse t at the spear tip; see Figure 3.
The upper and lower spears are dependent on the pla ement of the previously
pla ed guards so we will hen eforth refer to them as U(Gp ) and D(Gp ) given
the partial guard set Gp . For ea h spear, U(Gp ) and D(Gp ) we denote the
upper spear tip uU(Gp ) and the lower spear tip uD(Gp ). If Gp = ;, the upper
spear U(;) and the upper spear tip uU(;) are well dened.
We prove the following two lemmas.
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If Gp and Gp0 are two partial guard overs of P su h that
and spU(Gp0 ) do not interse t, then shd(spU(Gp )) \ shd(spU(Gp0 )) = ;.

Lemma 2.

spU(Gp )

Proof. We make a proof by ontradi tion and assume that the two shadows
interse t. Assume that U(Gp ) lies to the left of U(Gp0 ) and let p be a point
in the interse tion of the two shadows. We an onne t p to uU(Gp ) with a line
segment and then follow the line segment from uU(Gp ) ba k to its starting point
r1U at the leftmost point of the rst upper po ket asso iated to U(Gp ). From r1U
we follow the upper boundary of the po ket to the rightmost point qkU of the last
upper po ket asso iated to U(Gp0 ), from this point on to uU(Gp0 ), and then ba k
to p. This traversal bounds a polygon interior to that ontains ompletely the
lower boundary segment of U(Gp0 ). However, this is not possible be ause by
onstru tion this segment must interse t the lower boundary D of , giving us
a ontradi tion; see Figure 4.
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Illustrating the proof of Lemma 2.

At this point, it is important to note that a single guard pla ed in a spear
will guard all po kets asso iated to the spear. However, these po kets an also be
guarded by pla ing one guard above and below the shadow and possibly one or
more guards inside the shadow. Now, we are interested in bounding from below
the number of guards needed to the right of a spear for the ase that no guard
is in the spear.
Let G be any guard over for and let Gp  G be a possibly empty partial
guard over. If Gp is nonempty assume that it has g as its rightmost guard and
assume further that all of to the left of g is guarded by Gp . Let Gf = G n Gp
and dene the following sets re ursively.

P

P

G0 = G p
Gi = Gi 1 [ fuU(Gi 1 )g for i > 0
Lemma 3. Let Gf and G0 ; : : : ; Gk be sets as dened above. If all guards of Gf
lie to the right of uU(Gk ), then Gf ontains at least k + 2 guards.
Proof. By the onstru tion of the sets Gi , we know that their orresponding

spears do not interse t, and hen e, from Lemma 4 their shadows do not interse t
either. Let g be the rightmost guard of Gp = G0 .
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u

Fig. 5.
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Illustrating the proof of Lemma 3.

If some shadow shd(spU(Gi )) does not interse t the verti al line through
uU(Gk ) then at least one guard is needed in the interval between g and uU(Gk ),
ontradi ting that G is a guard over for P. Hen e, all shadows interse t this verti al line. Now, assume that Gf ontains at most k +1 guards. By the pigeon-hole
prin iple there are two onse utive shadows shd(spU(Gi )) and shd(spU(Gi+1 ))

su h that at least one of them and the region between them does not ontain any
guard, i.e., all guards of Gf lie either above the upper boundary of
( U(Gi ))
and below the upper boundary of
( U(Gi+1 )) or above the lower boundary
of
( U(Gi )) and below the lower boundary of
( U(Gi+1 )). In both ases
this means that there are points of the last po ket asso iated to U(Gi ) that
are not seen by G , giving us a ontradi tion; see Figure 5.
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We say that a guard belongs to a shadow
( U(Gi )), if it lies in the interior
U
U
of
(
(Gi )) or it lies below
(
(Gi )) but above all other shadows lying
below
( U(Gi )).
We an, of ourse, prove similar results as those in Lemmas 2 and 3 for the
shadows of lower spears.

shd sp
shd sp

shd sp

A guard over is alled serial, if the following invariant ondition holds when
we in rementally pla e the guards of the over in one by one in order from
left to right.

P

If gm is the mth guard pla ed in the order, then gm either lies in the
upper spear or the lower spear of the guards g1 ; : : : ; gm 1 .
The next lemma shows that there is a serial guard over of small size.

If G is a guard over for the monotone polygon
serial guard over G  for P su h that jG  j  3jGj.

Lemma 4.

P, then there is a

Proof. Given a guard over G we transform it to be serial as follows. Order the
guards of G = fg1 ; : : : ; gm g from left to right. The transformation in rementally
adds guards moving from left to right into two sets G U and G D ensuring that
the next guard pla e lies in a spear. To make the onstru ted guard set serial we
employ a plane sweep approa h moving from left to right. As soon as the sweep
line rea hes a guard, the guard is atta hed to the sweep line and moves along
it following the shortest path to t. By Lemma 1 this does not de rease visibility
to the right. Now, as the sweep pro eeds one of two things happen. Either a
guard be omes the last guard to leave a spear (with respe t to the previously
released guards) and it is then released from the sweep line or the sweep rea hes
the spear tip without having released a guard. In this ase, the spear has been
ompletely empty of guards. In this latter ase, we add a guard at the spear
tip, pla ing it in G U if the spear is an upper spear and in G D if the spear is a
lower spear. When the sweep line rea hes t, those guards still atta hed to it are
removed (ex ept for possibly one) giving us the serial guard over G  .
To ount the number of extra guards pla ed by this pro ess we an asso iate
ea h new guard pla ed at a spear tip with one belonging to the shadow of the
asso iated spear. From Lemma 3 we have that a guard belonging to an upper
(lower) shadow an at worst belong also to a lower (upper) shadow. Hen e,
jG U j  jGj and jG D j  jGj giving us that jG  j  jGj + jG U j + jG D j  3jGj. ut
We an now give the details of the in remental algorithm, displayed in Figure 6, and prove its orre tness, approximation fa tor and time omplexity.
To prove the omplexity of the algorithm we note that the loops of Steps 2
and 3 are performed O(n) times. Computing the spear and its spear tip an be
done in linear time as we showed before. Hen e, it remains to show how to do
Step 2.4 e iently. Let
(G ) be the part of the polygon seen so far. We begin
by pla ing g 0 at the top of the line segment l and ompute the upper spear with
g0 in the guard set. Then, we slide g0 along l ontinuously updating the point
uU(G [ fg0 g) as we go along. The stru tural hanges of U(G [ fg0g) o ur at
ertain key points on l. These are
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1. when the onvex vertex of
(G ) [
(g 0 ) on an edge adja ent to an upper
po ket be omes in ident to a vertex of the polygon boundary U .
2. when an edge of the boundary of U(G [ fg 0 g) be omes in ident to two
verti es of the upper boundary U .

Guard-Monotone-Polygons

Algorithm
Input:
Output:
1

Let G

2

while

2.1
2.2
2.3

2.4

A monotone polygon
A guard over for

P

P

;
not all upper po kets are guarded do
Compute U(G ) and uU(G )
Pla e a guard g at uU(G ); G := G [ fg g
U be the rst upper po ket in , and let l
Compute g2G
(g ), let
be the verti al line segment through the leftmost boundary point of U
Pla e a guard g 0 on l so that uU(G [ fg 0 g) lies as far to the right as
possible; G := G [ fg 0 g

:=

sp
S VP

p

P

p

endwhile
3

Repeat Step 2 for the lower po kets to guard these
return G

End

Guard-Monotone-Polygons
Fig. 6.

The algorithm for monotone polygons.

3. when three onse utive half lines issuing from po kets interse t at the same
point.
The key points o ur at an at most ubi number of dis rete points on l. (The
maximum number of possible ommon interse tion points between three lines
among n lines.) Moving g 0 in between the key points will make uU(G [ fg 0 g)
move monotoni ally to the right or to the left. Hen e, by omputing the key
points, whi h an be done in rementally in at most linear time, we an nd the
point on l where uU(G [ fg 0 g) lies as far to the right as possible; see Figure 7.
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Computing the rightmost spear tip.

We have the following theorem.

The algorithm Guard-Monotone-Polygons omputes a guard over
for a monotone polygon P of size at most 12OPT in polynomial time, where
OPT is the size of the smallest guard over for P.

Theorem 1.

Proof. To prove orre tness, the algorithm in rementally guards everything to
the left of the rightmost guard, hen e, it will ompletely guard the polygon.

To prove the approximation fa tor, onsider any serial guard over G  =
fg1; : : : ; gm g ordered from left to right in the polygon. We prove by indu tion
that after the ith iteration of the loop at Step 2, the last guard pla ed thus far
lies further to the right than gi . For the base ase, after the rst iteration of the

loopi, note that the algorithm pla es a guard at the rst spear tip, the rightmost
point of the rst spear, and hen e, to the right of g1 . Assume now that after the
ith iteration of the loop, the guard g lies to the right of gi . Sin e we pla e g0 so
that the rightmost point uU(G [ fg 0 g) of U(G [ fg 0 g) lies as far to the right
as possible it has to lie at least as far to the right as gi+1 . Asso iating g and g 0
during the ith iteration to gi we see that the loop will pla e at most 2jG  j guards
in the polygon. Thus, a total of at most 4jG  j guards are pla ed. By Lemma 4
we an hoose G  as the smallest serial guard over whi h in turn is bounded
by 3OPT .
The omplexity of the algorithm follows from the previous dis ussion.
ut

sp

4 Interior Guarding Re tilinear Polygons
The algorithm for omputing a guard over in a simple re tilinear polygon onsists of two main steps. First, we nd a subdivision of the polygon into monotone
pie es, se ond, we use the previously given algorithm to ompute a guard over
in ea h monotone pie e.
Consider a simple re tilinear polygon . To every reex vertex v we an
asso iate two extensions, i.e., the two maximal line segments in through v
and ollinear to the two edges adja ent to v . We asso iate a dire tion to an
extension e ollinear to an edge ev by giving e the same dire tion as ev gets
when is traversed in ounter lo kwise order. This allows us to refer to the
regions to the left and right of an extension, meaning to the left or right of e if
e is dire ted upward.
Given two extensions e and e0 , we say that e dominates e0 , if all points in
to the left of e are also to the left of e0 . Using the algorithm of Chin and
Ntafos [6℄ in onjun tion with Chazelle's triangulation algorithm [4℄, we an in
linear time ompute the most dominant extensions that we all the essential
extensions. Assume that this omputation gives us k essential extensions. An
essential extension ei is ollinear to an edge with one reex and one onvex
vertex. Let vi denote the onvex vertex. This gives us k onvex verti es and
we hoose one of them, say vk , as root in a shortest re tilinear path tree TR
to ea h of the other verti es vi , for 1  i < k , that an be omputed in linear
time [10℄. The shortest re tilinear path tree onsists of paths that are shortest
in the L1 -metri onne ting vk to all the other verti es vi , for 1  i < k .
To ea h re tilinear path SPR (vi ; vk ) onne ting vi with vk we dene a verti al
and a horizontal histogram expansion. The horizontal histogram expansion H
i
onsists of those points in that an be onne ted to the path SPR (vi ; vk ) with
verti al line segments ontained in . We dene the verti al histogram expansion
Vi in a similar manner. A histogram expansion an be omputed in linear time
using an algorithm by Lev opoulos [20℄. Ea h horizontal histogram expansion
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P

H

H

P

onsists of a number of x-monotone polygons with the property that no guard in
one monotone polygon an see anything in any of the others. Similarly a verti al
histogram expansion subdivides into y -monotone pie es with the same property;
see Figure 8.
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Illustrating the algorithm.

If P an be guarded with OPT guards, then a histogram expansion
an also be guarded with at most OPT guards interior to the region.

Lemma 5.

R

Proof. Let p be a point that sees into a monotone pie e of a histogram expansion. Assume that is x-monotone and that p lies in a region adja ent to
the lower boundary D of . Let l be the line segment that separates from
the pie e ontaining p. Consider the interse tion
(p) \ . The interse tion
subdivides
into left po kets and right po kets. Traversing the boundary of
(p) lo kwise starting at a point outside
will rst rea h the edges that are
in ident to left po kets, then a boundary hain C of , and nally the edges
that are in ident to right po kets of . Take any point q of C and let p0 be the
interse tion of the line segment between p and q with l. Any point in seen by
p will also be seen by p0 , whi h proves the lemma.
ut
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Illustrating the proof of Lemma 5.

We use the Guard-Monotone-Polygon algorithm of the previous se tion to
guard ea h monotone pie e with at most 12m guards, where m is the smallest
guard over for the monotone pie e. From Lemma 5 we know that ea h histogram
expansion an be guarded with OPT guards interior to the histogram expansion,
and hen e, our algorithm guards it with at most 12OPT guards.
Furthermore, one guard an see at most two of the verti es vi , for 1  i  k ,
hen e, k=2  OPT . Sin e we onstru t a total of 2k horizontal and verti al

S

histogram expansions, the union ik=11 H
i [ Vi an be guarded by at most
2
48OPT guards.
S
The set n ( ik=11 H
i [ Vi ) partitions into a number of onne ted regions.
These extra pie es; see Figure 10; are monotone with respe t to both the x- and
the y -axis and we an guard ea h of them with one extra guard. An extra pie e
is also adja ent to one horizontal and one verti al histogram expansion and ea h
monotone pie e in a histogram expansion an be adja ent to at most two extra
pie es. Hen e, to ount the number of extra pie es, i.e., the number of additional
guards we pla e, we asso iate ea h extra pie e with the horizontal or verti al
monotone pie e of a histogram expansion that is loser to vk . Thus, the number
of guards pla ed to see all of has at most doubled.
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Handling the extra pie es.

We have proved the following theorem.
Theorem 2. There is a polynomial time algorithm that omputes a guard over
of size 96OPT 2 in a re tilinear polygon P, where OPT is the size of the smallest
guard over for P.

5 Con lusions
We have proved polynomial time algorithms for approximate interior guarding of
monotone and re tilinear polygons. Our ontribution is that the approximation
fa tors for both algorithms is independent of the size of the polygon. Interesting
open problems are to improve the approximation bounds for monotone and re tilinear polygons, to nd approximation algorithms for other lasses of polygons,
and ultimately approximate guarding of the general lass of simple polygons.
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